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ABSTRACT 

AwnpAoceAwJtwM Salvador, taken in Chiriqui, Panama, i: shown to be a probable hybrid 
between & pgiwrW and & (AmkMoaw. AnqpAocdiu biexpecfoaw Rothschild, presumed to be 
&om central Panama, is suggested to be a backcross between pure A. (agronoma and a hybrid &. 
(cfemnoaM/dMWoaw. Evolutionary patterns between and within the three species groups of 
AwnpAoceAw are discussed. Diminution in the amount of red carotenoids visible in the plumage 
due to increasing melanization or dilution to yellow, appears to be one of the main derived 
plumage states within the genus. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many problematical names were once proposed for certain specimens of 
2&zmpAoceA« in the 19th century. In the belief that there could not be so many 
species with unknown distributions in a genus whose members are so com- 
mon and conspicuous, Griscom (1932) undertook to "dispose" of these "ima- 
ginary" species. Through examination of the literature, and in some cases the 
actual specimens, he concluded that one of these questionable names was a 
straightforward synonym of the Peruvian species & mf/onoga#w, whereas 
most of the rest had been applied to hybrids either between /(. /&wwn##Mj 
and & /cferonofwj originating in Colombia, or between & <//mW/oAw and & 
/WgwAofw that certainly or probably came from Panama. In two cases in 
which he did not examine specimens, he misinterpreted the original descrip- 
tions, which lead him to what we believe were erroneous conclusions. The 
results of our examination and analysis of these specimens appears below. 
We considered the possibility of intergeneric hybrids and made appropriate 
comparisons, but found no characters in any of the specimens discussed 
below to indicate relationships outside the genus J&wnpAoceAw. 
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Ramphocelus festae 

Enrico Festa (1868-1939), a pupil and protege of the famous ornithologist 
Tommaso Salvador!, was one of the last naturalists of the old school of Verte- 
brate Systematics of Turin University. His love for natural history prompted 
him to carry out collecting expeditions in little-known regions, beginning the 
very year of his graduation from university. In 1891 he visited Tunisia; in 1893 
Lower Egypt, Syria, Palestine and Lebanon. In 1895, having received an offi- 
cial refusal to enter Yemen from Arab authorities, he turned his attention to 
Central and South America, and decided to explore part of Panama and Ecua- 
dor, where he spent three years collecting zoological specimens. He even- 
tually secured numerous scientific riches for the Turin University Museum, 
including 450 mammals, about 3100 birds, 170 reptiles and amphibians, 150 
fishes, and several thousands of invertebrates, which were sent for study to 
the most distinguished experts of the time. 

During his collecting expedition to Panama in 1895, which was devoted 
mainly to exploration of the Darien, whence he was to bring back the first sig- 
nificant ornithological collections from the province, Festa was introduced to 
"a Chiriqul collector, a certain Arce, from whom I bought several interesting 
specimens of mammals and birds from that region" (translated from Festa, 
1909: 50). Festa's collections of birds were studied by Tommaso Salvador! 
(Salvador! & Festa, 1899) who found among the specimens from Chiriqui an 
unusual tanager that he described as a new species, #Aomjp/:ocoe/%;./&rAzf 
(Salvador!, 1896). 

The generic name is now rendered as /kwrn^AoceW, and the specific name, 
as it commemorates Enrico Festa, should take the masculine genitive ending 
("festa?), and is an incorrect original spelling that is subject to emendation. 
Because, as we shall show, the name pertains to a probable hybrid and conse- 
quently has no nomenclatural standing, we have not made this alteration. 

Subsequent authors either uncritically carried R. festae as a good species 
(e.g. Ridgway, 1902), or regarded it as one of a number problematical forms of 
J&wnpAoceAw whose status had not been resolved (e.g. Berlepsch, 1911). Gris- 
com (1932202), with reference only to Salvadori's original description, stated 
that: 1 have no hesitation in declarlng./arfgg to be an abnormal erythrism of 
& /wwer/wW, a well known phenomenon in other groups of red tanagers". We 
undertook a first-hand investigation of the holotype of /I ./es&M (MZUT 
11494), with the interesting result that it proves to be a probable hybrid bet- 
ween 71 jwzarffW and & d/m&Aafw.?. 

GEOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL PROBABILITIES 

The identity of Festa's "certain Arce" is actually less than certain, as both 
Enrique Arcd and his son of the same name collected birds in western Panama 
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around the turn of the century (the following summary is taken from pub- 
lished and unpublished sources in files assembled by Alexander Wetmore 
and now housed in the Division of Birds, Smithsonian Institution). The elder 
Arc6 came originally from Guatemala, where he was trained to prepare birds 
by the British ornithologist Osbert Salvin (1835-1898). Salvin sent him to Costa 
Rica in 1864, in which year he later went to Chepo, Panama, whence he col- 
lected his way westward in Veraguas and then in Chiriqui, where he settled for 
good. Both he and his son, "Enriquito", collected birds for HJ. Watson of 
Boquete, probably in the 1890's, and Enriquito also assisted the industrious 
collector W. W. Brown in the early 1900's. The older Arc* died very approxi- 
mately about 1908, and the son about 1952. 

The only locality information for the specimen of &/kaw is "Chiriqui", 
the modem province of which is the westernmost on the Pacific slope of 
Panama. In the 19th century, however, this was sometimes used more inclusi- 
vely for the western portion of the isthmus west of Veraguas and could at 
times include localities in the Atlantic drainage that are now part of the pro- 
vince of Bocas del Toro. Nonetheless, Olson knows of no specimens to indic- 
ate that either Arc6 collected even in the Caribbean drainage and it is highly 
unlikely that father or son ever extended his activity to the lowlands of Bocas 
del Toro. 

Because the general provenance of the specimen is not in doubt, we have 
confined our comparisons to the four species of J&wnpAoceAw that occur in 
western Panama: A (//mWioAw, & jongw/nobMAw, /I powerw/t and 71 /c(em- 
aofiw. The last two are vicariant fbims that replace each other somewhere 
along the southern shore of the Laguna de Chiriqui between the Valiente 
Peninsula and the town of Chiriqui Grande (Olson, 1993). The reds in the 
plumage of R. festae show no indication of dilution, and therefore, because 
the light colored portions of the plumage of/L Kferoao&w are yellow, we have 
not considered that species further in the comparisons. 

The geographical and historical probability of the hybrid combinations 
that remain are assessed as follows: 

Extremely unlikely - /I dfmfdkzfwf X 71 jo%wwknAw. These two 
species may not come in contact anywhere. In western Panama the former 
occurs only in the Pacific lowlands and the latter only in the Caribbean low- 
lands. & joagw/no/fMAw has once been taken on the Pacific slope in Veraguas 
(Ridgely, 1976), where a low pass in the cordillera permits lowland forms to 
cross over. This is also the southern and easternmost occurrence of the spe- 
cies. In both 21 (Am/</fofm and & jongw/no/azAw the undertaH coverts are enti- 
rely red, whereas they are black in &./kfAM, except near the vent We do not 
give this parental combination any further consideration. 

Less unlikely -Jl^%jjf7Y7%//X/ljongw/Wgnf%<j.Thesespeciesoverlap 
in Panama in the lowlands of Bocas del Toro, where both approach the sou- 
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them limits of their ranges and the latter is generally scarce. Although it is 
unlikely that either Arc6 would have collected in this area of overlap, the 
superficial similarity of the pectoral band of &./«f@f to that of & a»#w/m)W- 
nu makes this possible hybrid combination worth further analysis. 

Most likely - & </W«//@nu X & /NuwYa//. These species overlap 
broadly in Chiriqui, where Arc6 and son conducted most, if not all, of their 
collecting in the late 1800's. 

MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 

The sexes of & MMgw/mo/fnf iw are practically identical, whereas & /%uwf- 
m// and & «//m/(//@nw are strongly sexually dichromatic, the females being 
either much duller (& d/m/iMmu) or completely different, orangish-olive 
rather than black with a scarlet rump (& pougfym/Q. Because &./«/« shows 
such a predominance of black in the plumage, the specimen is assumed to be a 
male. 

Fl*.l -Donmlvl«wofm*dy#k!Mormmk^»v*oc*Au(leAioh#lu): ^MNiKLWMfiu.tffMf- 
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To characterize the plumage of &/«f@f briefly (Figs. L, 2), the specimen is 
all black except For a relatively narrow, dull reddish band across the upper 
breast, reddish feathers at the base of the under tail coverts, and a large red 
rump patch and upper tail coverts. There is also some red visible, with magni- 
fication, in the feathers along the flanks. 

Males of & paweY/i// are entirely glossy black except for a patch of dense 
scarlet (decidedly orangish-red) feathers extending about from the intersca- 
pular area to. and including, the upper tail coverts. 

Because Ghscom (1932) pronounced &y«faf to be merely an aberrant A. 
pawf/M/ we shall first detail how it differs from males of that species. The 
rump is fully as extensive as in A. pawnm// with leathers of the same dense 
quality but 1) of a much darker, less orangish red. The posterior part of the 
crissum is black but 2) the leathers in the area below the vent are red, again ofa 
darker color, whereas in & powerM/ the crissum is entirely black (occasio- 
nally with a fkw small, scattered scarlet feathers just below the vent). 3) There 
is a fairly large, crescentic pectoral band of orangish red suffused with black in 
& y»faf, whereas in & pa«ffM/ the underparts are entirely black. 
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This red pectoral band is reminiscent of that in & awxgu/no/eMAw, hi 
which, however, the band is larger and continuous with the red sides of the 
hindneck, nape and crown. We were at first inclined to believe that one of the 
parents of &/km# was & aznguAio/MAM but further examination convinced 
us that this is not the case for the following reasons: 

1) In /I awgw/no/gMAw the bill is paler and much heavier and swollen than 
in either & /wzaferW or & dWdkww. Although the bill in 71 /&;&# is 
damaged, it shows no indications of intermediacy towards the condition in & 
AW%w/Mo/«%Aw. It does have the bluish upper mandible similar to & jwuwdn/4 
mcontmatoblackm&dM#g&%butMfarascanbedis^^ 
ent from the former. 

2) The feathers of the crown and nape in & &w#w/Wa;mw are lanceolate 
and lack barbules at the tip, whereas in & fgajgyW/ and A <6m&&m« they are 
short, dense, and velvety, giving rise to the term "plush tanagor" once used for 
members of this genus. &/&;&*e is like the last two in this respect and shows no 
approach to 71 jaagwfno/emOM. 

3) The underwing coverts and axillars in /I awgw/no/fnaw are a beautiful 
pale, vermilion red, whereas in the other taxa, including & /MAM, they are 
entirely black. 

4) The red in the rump of & aMgH/nokmow is confined to the upper tail 
coverts, the rest of the rump feathers being black with grayish bases, whereas 
in & /M&penW and & f&m&f&zaw the red rump patch extends halfway up the 
back and consists of silky feathers with very dense white down at the bases. 
The rump in &Jkr&M is just as in the last two species and shows no approach to 
intermediacy with A jw%«AM)/MAu, either in extent or quality of feathers. 

5) Microscopical examination of the rump feathers by Carla Dove 
(Smithsonian Institution) shows R. sanguinolentus to have heavily pigmented 
downy barbules that are longer than in A/wjfgrA://, & d/mAAoAw, or &./6PA%, 
in all of which the barbules are whitish. 

We consider that the absence in RJestae of any tendency towards the dis- 
tinctive traits of R. sanguinolentus, along with geographical and historical pro- 
bability, make it extremely unlikely that the latter was involved in the paren- 
tage of & /&?&% 

CONCLUSIONS 

If &/krfag is a hybrid rather than an aberrant individual of & fasrednW, 
then & d&M&Agfu; would be the only likely other parent Wing (75.5 mm) and 
tail (69.4 mm) measurements of & /arAze are equivocal with regard to deter- 
mining parentage, due to considerable overlap in measurements between the 
supposed parental forms. &./krfoe agrees better in size with more individuals 
of & /%%&;#&%# than & <AmA#oAw, as the latter tends to be larger, especially in 
length of the tail 
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The plumage in & <#m/d/af%w is essentially all red except for black flight 
feathers and a black patch on the belly. Although the head and mantle are 
much duller than the rump and flanks, with magnification these feathers are 
seen to be red, but are rendered duller because the tips of the barbules are 
black. Because males of/I /waerW and its close relatives & /cfemnoow and & 
/%%fwM#fr%;, appear superficially to be such intensely black birds, except on 
the rump, it is important to note that when the iWe m/des of the black feathers 
are viewed with magnification, the barbs can be seen to be distinctly pigment- 
ed with red or orangish. Even in & /cfenwwAM, which has a bright yellow 
rump, the barbs of the black feathers are orangish below, not yellow. There- 
fore, beneath the black, these birds are in essence all red, but the carotenoid 
pigments have been overlain and masked by melanins. 

Thus, reduction in the amount of melanin might partly explain the 
appearance of/lykfof. The red band on the upper breast occurs in exactly the 
same position as the orange band across the breast seen in females of/I /?awe- 
f&i# (Fig. 2), as also noted by Berlioz (1933). The chief distinguishing feature 
of the Pacific-slope subspecies & p&wen/r// cwfonceww, which presumably 
gave rise to & ./%; aze, is the more intensely orange breast band in females as 
compared to the nominate form. Perhaps this band is present in males as well, 
but is masked by melanins. 

Brush (1970) established two highly relevant facts regarding coloration in 
species of 2&zmpAocgAw and other tanagers. First, the red and yellow colors in 
/& (#7Mw#oaw, A /cggnwrofwj, and &/&z/nm#fr%; are caused by a single carote- 
noid pigment that varies only in relative concentration to achieve the diHering 
shades observed. Second, in melanic mutants of the Scarlet Tanager, /%/w#o 
olivacea, abnormally dark feathers retained the structure of typical carote- 
noid-bearing feathers, so that the increase in amount of melanin is under 
separate genetic control and is superimposed on normal pigment and struc- 
ture. 

For R.festae to be an atypical individual of R. passerinii, as suggested by 
Griscom (1932) and Berlioz (1933), would require the simultaneous appear- 
ance of two independent abnormalities. An individual with only abnormal 
concentrations of carotenoid would simply have a darker red rump patch, 
whereas if there were only an abnormal reduction in the amount of melanin 
expressed, the red carotenoids should be in concentrations typical of the spe- 
cies. On the other hand, hybridization of 71 /wz&ferW with the dark red species 
21 d/m&Wa&j would presumably provide a genetic basis both for decreased 
suppression of carotenoids by melanins as well as for darkening the coloration 
of the carotenoids that are expressed. Therefore we suggest that &/k;&zf is a 
probable hybrid between & <&%%&/&%/%? and & /MLweffny/. If this is the case, it is 
of further interest, as the result of this hybridization produced a bird so differ- 
ent in appearance from hybrids between 21 d/m/(AafHj and & /cfemwomw (see 
below). 
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Ramphocelus inexpectatus 

/%jm/?Ao«/uj /mexpfcf@Au Rothschild (1897) is a striking black and yellow 
tanagcr known only Rom two specimens. The second (AMNH 509650) was 
referred to & (mcqwcwnu by Hartert (1919), and differs from the holotypc 
(AMNH 509649) in lacking an orangish tint to the yellow portions of the 
plumage, lacking a slight scaly yellow pattern on the crown, and having the 
inner under wing coverts yellow instead of black. These specimens are of unk- 
nown origin but were stated to be of "Panama make". They were from the 
same dealer, and have the same make, as the type and referred specimens of & 
dw»f@/// Rothschild (1895), which in turn are similar in color and pattern to 
spedmens known to have been taken in the canal area ofPanama that are con- 
sidered to be hybrids between & /amwwnuand /I «//mW/anu(Griscom 1932). 

Griscom's assessment of "& <A«ufa//f appears to be correct The male 
illustrated here (Figs. 3,4) has the dark head and mantle of & /awomonu, but 
the feathers of the nape and upper breast, and to a lesser extent the mantle, are 

— hybrid t tMnwiomu X A AmWhrnw. and A dfmWJafw. 
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M#. 4 - Vearml vhw of «udy Aim of m#k *a*pW*Aw(b*t U) right): A kwnmxm. & "**- 

noticeably suffused with red. The sides and chssum are reddish, as in /I «//m/- 
d/anu, but the black area of the midline of the belly is much more extensive 
than in that spedcs. The red parts of the plumage are an orangey-scarlet, inter- 
mediate between the crimson of & (Z/mWAmu and the yellow of & /Offomofuj. 
The female (Figs. 5, 6) is likewise a nearly perfect intermediate It has the 
entire head, including chin and throat, dark brownish, resembling /I d/m/d/a- 
/w& The mantle has the scaly appearance of & krwumonw but the margins of 
the feathers are an orangey-brown rather than olive. The entire underparts 
and rump are orange and perfectly intermediate between the dull red of & 
d/m/d/onu and the yeuow of /I /cfffomMu. 

But what then is & //wxpfcwnw? Berlepsch (1911:1139), in his review of 
tanagers, considered & /nrxpecwmw to be an "excellent species" ("ouwzekA- 
Mffwi XrT). I" the main part of his text, Griscom (1932:199), in the absence of 
the specimens, which were then still in Rothschild's possession, regarded & 
/me%pec*@/uj as an intermed iate between /*./7amm(gfnu and & /amwwnfa with 
erroneous locality information. He also remarked that one such intermediate 



ao&f"— hybrid & Jcavwkw&*X&<#wWkmj,#nd& idWAmn 

F%.6-VcoumlviowofmtudyWmi:(/lemmkJk«vAotp^(kmwM#W):Jlk*rMMait^ "Aw- 
*mdW"— hybrid tJomwonuX A. AwWknu. mud Jt^AnWWM. 
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in the collection of the AMNH "agrees exactly with the description of 21 w*ex- 
jwdoAu Rothschild". This can only have come from misreading Rothschild's 
description, as there is no specimen in the AMNH collections then available 
to Griscom that is at all similar to & /M&qwcfoAu. In his summary, however, 
Griscom (1932:202) enigmatically listed & /MagwcWAw as a cross between 
21 c/uy-woAw and 21 /cfenMoAw. But & duyaonofwr he regarded as a synonym 
of & dwyaofferwr, and 71 c/wyaopknw he considered to be a hybrid between 
21 /7amm&ew and & /cfenwzonw. So, if one charitably allows that Griscom 
actually intended to say what he wrote, however circuitously it may have been 
presented, then he would presumably have regarded R. inexpectatus as a 
backcross between a hybrid 21 k*efonoow#%omm#gnw parent and pure 21 

A backcross is probably the best interpretation of the origin of 21 /mopec- 
azfwf, but not involving 2&./7omm&fr%r. Intergrades between a/bmrn/genw 
and 21 /dem/mAw occur frequently in the wild (Sibley, 1958; Hilty & Brown, 
1986) and are not uncommon in collections. But the males are simply black 
birds with ochraceous-orange rumps and do not look at all like the specimens 
of 21 wexpfcf ofwr, in which the entire underparts are bright yellow except for a 
black belly patch and black chin and upper throat. 

This gives these birds a striking overall resemblance to the pattern of colo- 
ration seen in the red-and-black Amazonian species 21 mgmguAwk (Figs. 7,8). 
That species differs in having the sides of the head, crown, and nape red, 
whereas these areas are black in 21 /fzexpecazaw. The similarities in general 
plumage pattern between 21 wze%pfca#» and 21 mfgn#«6z/iF are only superfi- 
cial and not indicative of relationship. The black feathers in 2f. fnegwcfoaw are 
underlain by carotenoids as in all other members of the R. flammigerus/R, 
passerinii group, whereas in R. nigrogularis the black feathers are truly black 
and show no reddish coloration in the ventral surface of the barbs. 

Because the light-colored areas of 21 /negwdoAw are yellow, it has been 
sometimes been regarded as an aberrant R. icteronotus (e.g. Hellmayr, 1936), 
the only species in the genus in which the carotenoid pigment is in such low 
concentration as to appear yellow. But the pattern of yellow is very different 
from that in 21 /de/twoaty, although it is very similar to that sGcn in hybrids 
between 2L /ckmnoAfj and 21 <#mA#oAw. The resulting offspring of any com- 
bination of 21 fCKfonoAir and pure parental types of any other species of Rem- 
/VzoceAw would be expected to be orange or reddish, however. The best expla- 
nation we can oSer for the origin of the specimens of 21 /MoqwdaAty is that 
they represent backcrosses between a hybrid 21 /cfemnonw/d/m/dfafuf and 
pure 2t. /cffmmofMf. If they were homozygous for yellow plumage, then 
perhaps the reds of the 21 </fm/(//6mj grandparent would not be expressed, 
whereas the basic plumage pattern of the hybrid parent would be retained. 

All of the known hybrids between 21 fcferonofzw and 21 dW<Waf%w and 
their presumed backcrosses evidently came from the central part of the Pana- 



Fig. 7 - Ventral view of study skins of male KampAocf/ua (left to right): & M<pqgw/a/Y& /I "/napec- 
/o/iw", and & /cfcnwioAw. 

Fig. 8 - Lateral view of study skins of male JkmpAocp/wj (leA to right): R. n<gmgu/afi;, /(. "/mgxpgr 
fafwf", and /(. /cfwomoaw. 
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manian isthmus where the canal now exists. What was responsible for the 
seeming rash of hybridization in the last half of the 19th century that has not 
been reported since? The two parental types co-exist elsewhere, including the 
eastern Caribbean slope of Panama, apparently without producing hybrids. In 
the area of the canal, however, & kfammofMr is rare or perhaps only seasonal 
on the Pacific slope (Ridgely, 1976; Wetmore ef a/., 1984), where it might also 
be a relatively recent arrival. 

Conceivably, then, populations of & <&m/d/4(%y on the Pacific slope of the 
central pait of the isthmus would not have had ahistory of contact with A /ae- 
nwwaw. These "naive" birds may first have contacted A. fcfgwwaw am a result 
of clearing along the line of the Panama railroad, producing a temporary spate 
of hybridization, and even backcrossing, that has since evidently ceased. 

DISCUSSION 

Three groups of species have been recognized within /bmp&oce/iw (Isler 
& Isler, 1987). The first of these consists of & ja/ig%/noknfw.r and & n(gn%Wo- 
rb, which share the following characters not found in the other members of 
the genus: 1) lack of strong sexual dichromatism; 2) plumage pattern of red 
head and chest with a black face; 3) pale vermilion rather than black axillars 
and underwing coverts; 4) lack of red pigments in the black portions of the 
body plumage. The two are nevertheless rather different from one another: in 
& a&rogw/orb the lower chest and flanks are red and the crissum black, whe- 
reas the opposite obtains in & Mngwmo/enAw; the rump patch is larger and the 
reds brighter in R. nigrogularis; the sexes differ more in R. nigrogularis than in 
& MMgwMo/gRAw; and the bill is heavier and of a different color in & jo/iguAio- 

Furthermore, there is a great gap in the ranges of the two species, with 71 
sanguinolentus occurring in Caribbean Central America, and R. nigrogularis in 
Amazonia. If their similarities truly indicate them to be each other's closest 
relative, they would have shared a common ancestor much less recently than 
taxa within the other species groups of JbrnpAoceW and the generic name 
fA/ogofAroypk, long used for jaf%w/m)knAw alone, might be appropriately 
used as a subgeneric category to include both these species. 

The second group of species includes & 6raf///%$, /I dy/M/<6oA«, & me/oao- 
ga#er, and & cork). These are almost completely allopatric, except that & /we- 
j///%r and & corfw are said to come together and hybridize in the upper Rio 
Doce in Minas Gerais, Brazil (Sick,1984:685). The females of all of these spe- 
cies are reasonably similar to one another and the differences among males 
result mainly from increasing melanization of the reds in the plumage. The 
much abused and misapplied term "superspecies" is actually suitable and 
useful in connection with this group of species. 

21 
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Because evolution in J&z/Mp/%x*Aw (less "VWogodwowpw") appears to have 
proceeded towards increasing melanization, we would identify & 6f&%//Aw, an 
all red bird with black wings, tail, and belly, as representing the primitive state 
in this species group. The addition of melanin to the tips of the barbules on 
the head, chest, and dorsum, leaving the rump and flanks pure red, would pro- 
duce a bird looking like & d/m/d/oaw and & me/a/zoga;ffr, the males of which 
are practically identical. An increase in melanin in the dorsum and its addition 
to the flank feathers would in turn give rise to a bird like A cork. 

We interpret the pattern of distribution of this supempede* aa follows. An 
original dock similar to & Anad/Aw was divided into eastern and western 
populations, the latter giving rise to a population similar to & (Z/mfW/oAw/R. 
me/anogg#er. This population in turn waa divided Into eastern and western 
vicariants, with the eastern one evolving into VI cork). The last has become 
geographically dominant, expanding westward and replacing the redder wes- 
tern populations, leaving & dWdwzatr isolated in Colombia and Panama and 
the essentially identical & me/gnog&ww as a relict in the Huallaga Valley of 
Peru. Again taking increasing melanization as a derived state, the species 
group consisting of & pa&re/YMW, & fdenononw, and A/Zammigenw, would be 
the most advanced assemblage in the genus. That two of these species have 
hybridized with & d/mk&anw indicates a fairly close degree of relationship 
between the two species groups. 

The males of & ;%z&ferW, which is found from western Panama to 
Mexico, are identical to those of &/%zmm##%j, of the slopes of the Cauca 
Valley in Colombia. The females, while distinct, are more similar to one ano- 
ther than either is to & /aewnoAtf. Both retain reds in the plumage, which, by 
using the rest of the genus as the outgroup, would be the primitive state. As in 
the case where & cwto apparently made disjunct relicts of 71 <&m&&bo« and 
& me/oaogaaw; it is possible to visualize & /denMoaw as being a more 
derived form that has occupied the intervening portions of the range between 
R. passerinii and R. flammigerus. In this species, rather than having the reds 
diminished through melanization, they are diluted so as to appear yellow, 
although the pigment is chemically identical and only the concentration has 
changed (Brush, 1970). 

The fact that &_/&zmm/gerwa and & /aemno Aw now hybridize frequently as 
a result of human-caused habitat disruption (Sibley, 1958; Hilty & Brown, 
1986) is not necessarily an indication that these are more closely related to 
each other than either is to & /wweffn/l We do not know what happens at the 
contact between /& pawe/M/ and & /cfenwonw, although if they hybridize it 
would be in an extremely restricted area, as they replace each other very 
abruptly in Bocas del Toro, Panama (Olson, 1993). When each hybridizes with 
& <//m/</<afw, the resulting offspring are very different from one another, sug- 
gesting there may be greater genetic differentiation between & ;%&##*;// and 
& /cfem/zofwj than the external appearances of the males would indicate. 
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RIASSUNTO 

X/cwm/ /wo/f(/ /Ada? a"/ Ramphocelus, co/i aw«vaz/om/ JuJ/TmwAuAww </f/ g«:«fg (L4v«.- 
TA/a&ip/mai!). 

AwnpAocaAw/kmo* Salvador!, raccolto nel Chiriqui, Panama, 6 un probabOe ibrldo tra /(. 
p&w«rW/ e A dWdfaaw. AampAaceAw AicqwdaAw Rothschild, la cui provenienza preaunta 6 
Panama centrale, pu6 essere un "backcroas" (relncrocio) tra un A. fcfgwrnofw puro e un ibrido di 
A. kferomafwi/R. (AmMfaaw. Nel preaente lavoro vengono diacuaai I moduli evoluuvl tra e ali'in- 
temo dei 3 gruppi di apecie appartenenti al genere Awnp AoceAu. La diminuzione quanthativa di 
carotenoidl roam visibile nel piumaggio, dovuta ad un'aumentata melaoizzazione o ad una dihd- 
zione verso Q gialio, sembra essere uno dei principali stadi di derivazionc del piumaggio neO'am- 
blto di queato genere. 

Slorra L Oisow 
Depa/Onf^f qf KieyfrA/afr Zbo/ogy, 

AbdOma/ Afiwaan q/"A/afwm%/ AkAwy, Am^AjamAw TAj&Kdaa 
^a*A/mgAM,D.C2056%KJU4. 

Carlo VioLAM 
Dipartimento di Biologia Animate, Universita, 

Aazza foKa 9 - 27700 Pav/a, Aa/y. 
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